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kitchen 
Relocated from the centre  
of the house, the kitchen 
now an ocean-inspired  
teal wall in Dulux Spartacus 
to match the view. The 
cabinetry is tallowwood 
veneer and the island is 
Caesarstone Rugged 
Concrete. Zip Hydro Tap and 
Gessi mixer, Winnings. Spine 
stools, Great Dane Furniture.

cheat sheet
Who lives here Lizzie Taylor, who is 

studying fine arts; her husband Michael, 

an engineer; their four children, aged 12 

to 21; and two dogs, KK and Teddy. 

Style of home A solid 1950s timber 

beach house, which has been turned 

into a modern home of 285 square 

metres that embraces outdoor living. 

Lizzie and Michael bought the 

home in 2014; their renovation 

commenced in early 2017 and was 

completed in late 2018.
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ometimes in life we are presented with 
unexpected windows of opportunity that are 
just too hard to pass up. For Lizzie and 
Michael Taylor, that ‘window’ was in their 
living room. “We weren’t actively looking to 
move,” says Lizzie. “We had a plan that was 
two-to-five years away, but the opportunity 
came earlier than expected.” 

The couple had seen the three-bedroom 1950s house listed in 
their local paper in 2014 and were instantly drawn to its outlook 
– with views across Manly’s Shelly Beach – and access to a 
national park from the back gate. The timber-frame home was 
charming, but the bedroom count was too low for their family  
of six and the choppy layout didn’t have the indoor-outdoor flow 
they were after. Outdoor living is important to the Taylors, so 
their focus was as strong on the outdoor areas as the inside spaces. 
“I’d rather garden than do housework!” Lizzie laughs, a sentiment 
echoed by the equally green-thumbed Michael.

After making a few cosmetic changes, the family squeezed into 
the house and began planning a more comprehensive renovation, 
scheduled for 2015. Together, a trusted architect, interior 
designer, builder and landscaper brought the Taylors’ vision to life 
and the result is just the right balance of character and comfort. 

Instead of a classic coastal 
look, the owners of this 
northern Sydney home 

wanted a design that 
reflected its surroundings 
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wishlist 
+  Two more bedrooms To comfortably 

accommodate the family of six.

+  All-weather living/dining “It was 

important for us to have an outdoor 

area that was covered so we could 

enjoy sitting outside, even when it’s 

raining,” Lizzie explains. 

+  Natural colours and textures Lizzie 

and Michael were drawn to an aesthetic 

that includes materials such as 

sandstone, leather, timber and brass. 
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dining room 
Setting the table against  
a wall papered in Ralph 
Lauren ‘Ionian Sea Linen’  
in Indigo from Porter’s 
Paints with a GlobeWest 
mirror ups the elegance. 
Bowl, Spence & Lyda. 

living room 
This nature-inspired eyrie 
features a custom sofa and 
chairs in Warwick Fabrics. 
Rugs (this design and the 
one in the dining space), 
Perryman Carpets. Curtains, 
Simple Studio. Artworks by 
Queenie Nakarra McKenzie. 

I grew up in the country  
and I love the bush as much  

as the sea, which is where  
our two-pronged design  

direction came from 
LIZZIE

DREAM IT.
The home’s original layout lacked a connection to the outdoors 
and the striking beauty of the landscape just beyond the Taylors’ 
fence line. “We wanted to create a relationship between the 
garden and the house, and to open up the ocean views from the 
front of the house to the back,” says Lizzie. The floor plan needed 
rejigging to create flowing spaces the family could comfortably 
reside in, and flexible entertaining areas, inside and out. 

When it came to style, Lizzie wanted a look that 
complemented the beach and bush surrounds, without having  
to run with the usual coastal styling formula. “It took a while  
for me to visualize exactly what I wanted,” says Lizzie, who drew  
on her love of native flora and Aboriginal art in the process. What 
she and interior designer Alexandra Gourlay of Vellum Interiors 
came up with is a modern Australian look that incorporates the 
rich textures and colours of our natural environment. 

the moodboard

FROM FAR LEFT Ralph Lauren wallpapers (Sudan 
Weave in Sand and Ionian Sea Linen in Navy), both 
POA, Porter’s Paints. Rugged Concrete quartz 
surface, from $900 per sq m, Caesarstone. Vionnet 
panel mirror, $980, GlobeWest. Sultanabad carpet, 
$12,200, Perryman Carpets. Dulux Wash&Wear 
paints in Spartacus and Wentworth, both $48.55 
per 1L, Bunnings. Girasoli ceiling light, $612, LightCo. 
Ivy coffee table with stone top, POA, Grazia & Co.
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    “ When I realised that I didn’t have to stick to  

a prescribed interior style, I was so relieved. 

Our home is more interesting for it. We also 

worked with people we really rated — trusted 

contractors we found through word of mouth.”  

“ Go with what – and  
who – you love!”

    LIZZIE TAYLOR, HOMEOWNER

LESSONS LEARNT



DESIGN IT.
The couple didn’t hesitate to engage architect Caroline Pidcock, 
who had redesigned their previous home a few suburbs away. 
Caroline’s approach to salvaging older buildings rather than 
completely razoring them falls in line with Lizzie and Michael’s 
appreciation of the past and their ideas around working with  
what you’ve got. Their ‘new to us’ home had loads of potential, 
as Lizzie explains. “It had a very solid foundation and lovely 
tallowwood floorboards, so we decided to keep the bones  
of the home but reconfigure the internal design.” 

The kitchen, once a dinky little room in the middle of  
the ground floor, was repositioned by the front terrace, while  
a shake-up of the first-floor layout created two additional 
bedrooms. In an unexpected design spin on the casual beach-
house aesthetic, the shiplap ceilings throughout the house were 
included as a friendly nod to the panelled walls that featured  
in the original seventy-year-old home. 

Landscape designer Julien Roy of Landforms, known for 
creating outdoor spaces that respect and preserve natural 
environments, came up with a design that worked with the 
existing sandstone bedrock in the backyard. The chemical-free 
swimming pool was carved out of the rock, and the spa – clad  
in sparkling mint mosaic tiles – was strategically positioned to 
take in the view. “We love that we can sit in the spa and look 
straight through the house to the ocean,” says Lizzie.  

DO IT.
“We worked within the constraints of an existing building and 
the condition of that building posed a few challenges,” says Lizzie. 
Walls weren’t always plumb and there were structural issues that 
needed immediate attention, but thankfully any issues were sorted 
swiftly by builder Angus Urquhart of Anchor Building Co.

When it was time to decorate, the decision-weary couple  
were happy to be guided by Alex. “Our brief to her was to help 
us select interesting pieces that evoked an ambience of character 
and homeliness,” says Lizzie. “We completely trusted Alex to tie 
together our pieces and she took care of it.” The result was sandy 
textures and hues paired with oceanic blues and breezy neutrals 
that reference the coastal location, while clean-lined furniture  
and flashes of brass have kept the look a notch or two above 
‘beachy casual’. Alex incorporated some of the existing furniture 
into the scheme and drew additional inspiration from the Taylors’ 
art collection. “Alex really helped to re-energise the family  
and make us excited about the house again,” says Lizzie. 

“We had great relationships with all of our contractors,” she 
adds. “We felt very lucky to have such a wonderful team that 
worked so hard and gave us the highest quality of service.” 
Caroline Pidcock is based in Millers Point, NSW; 0418 248 010  
or pidcock.com.au. Anchor Building Co works from Avalon, NSW; 
0411 251 253 or anchorbuildingco.com. Vellum Interiors is located  
in Mosman, NSW; 0402 686 427 or velluminteriors.com.au

the best bits 
+  Working with an older home  

“Some people thought we should 

have knocked it all down and started 

afresh, but we respect the past and 

value older builds,” says Lizzie.

+  Outdoor space The reconfigured 

outdoor areas make entertaining  

a breeze all year round. “In winter,  

we have a heated spa and a fire-pit 

area with seating. In summer, we 

have the front terrace — with views  

of the water — and a covered area 

near the barbecue out the back.” 

+  Design details “We appreciate the 

detail in this design and the careful 

finishes that took time and patience 

to complete.” Special mention goes  

to the sandstone work by landscaper 

Julien Roy and his team at Landforms.

TV room 
The Shabby Modular sofa 
from Coco Republic exudes 
laidback style. Clare Cousins 
‘Ivy’ coffee table, Grazia & 
Co. Ralph Lauren ‘Sudan 
Weave’ wallpaper in Sand, 
Porter’s Paints. Artwork  
by Elesa Bennett.

bathroom 
A rustic timber vanity from 
Smithmade has come into 
its own with a mirror found 
by the family at a local 
market. Concrete basin and 
tapware, Wood Melbourne. 
Atlantic herringbone stone 
tiles, Evo Tile + Stone.

outdoor living 
The perfect spot for sun 
and surf watching. Trace 
sofa and armchair designed 
by Adam Goodrum, Tait. 
Planters, Garden Life. 
Beauford sandstone pavers 
from Eco Outdoor.
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1 Entry
2 Living area
3 Dining
4 Kitchen
5 TV room
6 Bathroom
7 Laundry
8 Robe/store
9 Guest ensuite
10 Bedroom
11 Deck 

12 Garden
13 Pool/spa
14 Terrace
15 Main bedroom 
16 Ensuite 
17 Master bedroom
18 Bedroom 
19 Bathroom 
20 Bathroom
21 Bedroom 
22 Bedroom
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